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Abstract 
 An image fusion method that performs robustly for image sets heavily corrupted by noise is 

presented in this paper. The approach combines the advantages of two state-of-the-art fusion techniques, 
namely Independent Component Analysis (ICA) and Chebyshev Poly-nomial Analysis (CPA) fusion. 
Fusion using ICA performs well in transferring the salient features of the input images into the composite 
output, but its performance deteriorates severely under mild to moderate noise conditions. CPA fusion is 
robust under severe noise conditions, but eliminates the high frequency information of the images 
involved. We pro-pose to use ICA fusion within high activity image areas, identified by edges and strong 
textured surfaces and CPA fusion in low activity areas identified by uniform background regions and weak 
texture. A binary image map is used for selecting the appropriate method, which is constructed by a 
standard edge detector followed by morphological operators. The results of the proposed approach are 
very encouraging as far as joint fusion and denoising is concerned. The works presented may prove 
beneficial for future image fusion tasks in real world applications such as surveillance, where noise is 
heavily present. 
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1. The Basics of Image Fusion 
 In image processing and computer vision, fusion is the process of combining relevant 
information from two or more image inputs into a single image. The goal is that the resulting 
composite should be more informative and has a higher perceptual and objective quality than 
any of the input images. Recent advances in image fusion are mainly due to the increasing 
availability of imaging sensors, as for example space-borne sensors. Popular fusion methods 
today include Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [2], by which an image region consisting 
of several adjacent pixels usually located within a squared-shape neighbourhood, may be 
decomposed into a linear combination of patches-similar in theory to the Fourier series. The 
name derives from the assumption that the patches are independent and thereby treated as 
random variables that are as non-Gaussian as possible [2]. Fusion is performed in the ICA 
domain by a combination of the corresponding coefficients of the input image bases. ICA is 
generally an excellent fusion method in non-noisy conditions, particularly due to its ability to 
preserve edges and gradient saliency within images. 
 More recently, a fusion method employing Chebyshev Polynomial Analysis (CPA) was 
introduced in [1] which resembles a low-pass filter. The method assumes the orthogonal 
polynomials generated from the two-dimensional Chebyshev series expansion as a new set of 
basis functions where the coefficients are fused. This is especially useful for denoising by which 
CPA fusion impulsively purges high frequency noise components through a careful selection of 
the polynomial degree utilised. 
 
1.1. Fusion for Image Denoising 
 One major concern of fusion is the fact that real-life image acquisition applications are 
often susceptible to noise, therefore prone to corruption and error. In order to remove the noisy 
components, a method is required to recognise and subsequently transfer only the salient 
features of the image inputs into a composite output image. This is performed by certain fusion 
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algorithms, which are able to estimate a denoised image of acceptable quality, with the least 
amount of transferred noise possible. 
 A standard approach to achieve joint fusion and denoising is to use an energy compact 
model, such as those in the transfer domain, whereby only prominent basis components are 
retained. To date there exist few techniques to specifically address this. ICA, via Sparse Code 
Shrinkage (SCS), has been successfully tested for denoising on several occasions but suffers 
from the limitation of estimating the noise variance beforehand [10]. SCS can similarly be 
generalised to most other transform domain methods to handle noise. CPA on the other hand is 
a type of low-pass filter that removes noise in heavily corrupted images without estimating its 
variance, though at a cost of lower signal accuracy [1]. 
 This gives rise to a new type of fusion technique, which can be viewed as an algorithm 
fusion process that manages to combine the best aspects of both ICA and CPA. In this paper an 
image fusion approach is proposed for the denoising of digital images corrupted with noise. We 
provide a new technique for image fusion that complements the best aspects of both ICA and 
CPA, which we call the Hybrid fusion method [11]. 
 
1.2. A Proposed Region-Based Approach 
 The main aspect of Hybrid fusion is detecting edges, boundaries and texture. This is 
achieved by dividing the pixels of a given image into active and inactive regions, in other words 
distinguishing edges and rich texture as opposed to uniform background or weak texture. For 
this task, we employ the Canny edge detection method. The primary purpose of classification is 
to create a boundary among regions which correspond to different aspects of an image. Fusion 
is then applied individually on each bounded region. 
 There are two main attractions of this technique: pixels can be processed more 
efficiently if they are treated as a collective group within a region, rather than separate entities. 
Region-based fusion may therefore help to overcome some drawbacks of pixel-based fusion, 
like blurring, susceptibility to noise and misregistration [12]. The second advantage is that this 
approach enables us to perform image fusion using a mixture of CPA and ICA, thus getting the 
best of both approaches. 
 
 
2. Algorithms Comprising Hybrid Fusion 
 In this section we discuss the methods that make up our proposed technique, namely 
ICA and CPA. The basic properties of each method are presented, along with their advantages. 
A detailed comparison has also been made between ICA and CPA is relevant aspects. 
 
2.1. Introduction to Independent Component Analysis 
 Independent Components Analysis (ICA) is a popular method for distinguishing 
underlying components in a random data set [13]. The rationale behind ICA may be explained 
by the central limit theorem, whereby the linear mixture of two non-Gaussian and independent 
source signals results in a signal that is more Gaussian-like than its sources. ICA searches 
through the given mixed signal to precisely identify the most independent components – which 
are defined to be the source signals. Given a number of observed mixed signals x, the ICA 
attempts to identify the source signals s, by means of deriving a mixing matrix A [10] through the 

Equation     . 
 We solve for A by optimising the objective function of the distribution pertaining s, either 
by maximising its non-Gaussianity or minimising the mutual information between the 
independent components. Further, a study by Hoyer and Hyvarinen [15] noted that performing 
ICA on a given set of image patches will yield a number of very localised, independent 
components that tend to resemble the human’s visual cortex in analysing scenery and detecting 
edges. They are also very similar to wavelet bases, and are therefore suitable for image 
analysis applications [16]. The aim is thus to estimate a finite number of bases that are able to 
represent most of the image patch’s structure. 
 The new domain is described by a set of 2D basis functions (basis images). The image 
of interest is then represented as a linear combination of these bases. Bases are trained from a 
selection of varying image patches, belonging to training images that are similar in content and 
type to the complex set of images of interest. Estimation and optimisation methods are then 
employed to solve the mixing matrix and subsequently generate the source signals via the 
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equation         where W is the inverse of A, and   is the derived signal aimed to 

approximate the source  . 
 Using the kurtosis method in practice, we begin by defining an arbitrary value for   and 

calculate the direction in which the kurtosis of         is increasing the most, based on the 

available samples of the observed vector  . A gradient method is then used to find a new vector 
  . The process is reiterated until a convergence criterion is satisfied and the source signal’s 
kurtosis is found. Thus theoretically, kurtosis can be used as an optimisation tool to address the 
ICA problem [2]. For a more detailed description of ICA, [10, 2, 17] are excellent references. 
 
2.2. Introduction to Chebyshev Polynomials Analysis 
 One-dimensional Chebyshev Polynomials, written mathematically as       can be 
defined via the recursive equation 
 

                                            (1) 
 
whereby their properties have been explained in [19]. For one-dimensional signal 
approximation, the polynomials can be used to estimate a given signal     : 
 

 ̃     ∑   
   
                 (2) 

 

where  ̃    is the approximation, and an a coefficient on n which was proven to have the 
following form [1]: 
 

    
 

 
 ∑       

 

            
            (3) 

 
 The Chebyshev polynomials are sorted based on their order. Thus a finite order n used 
in CPA expansion enables basic signal features to be retained while more complex polynomials 
can be omitted. In contrast, ICA decom-poses a signal into a set of equally independent basis 
components which are randomly arranged. The difference is evident in performance evaluation 
of non-noisy images whereby ICA outperforms CPA considerably due to its ability to detect and 
enhance strong, independent features within a given scene. However due to the same reason, 
CPA per-forms better than ICA when tested under noisy conditions [1]. The concept of CPA can 
be generalised to other signal decomposition approaches whereby a finite number of bases are 
acquired and used to adequately represent a signal. 
 A separable extension of 1D CPA, similar to the discrete cosine transform (DCT), was 
subsequently intro-duced for use on image signals, called two-dimensional separable 
Chebyshev Polynomials. Its definition and proper-ties are given below [1]: 
 

 ̃       ∑ ∑     
   
   

   
                    (4) 

 

and the coefficient      is given by  
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                     (5) 

 
 For corrupted images, noise components tend to mostly occupy the higher frequency 
spectrum. Incidentally, as higher order polynomials comprise of high frequency components, the 
idea therefore is to limit the CPA order so as to remove noise components at a cost of also 
removing high energy information, including edges and strong texture. Effectively, CPA 
approximation acts as a low-pass filter that eliminates unwanted noise at the expense of lower 
signal accuracy. To extend this useful feature to fusion applications, comparisons are made 
between image/data coefficients as done in [1, 20]. 
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3. Hybrid Fusion Framework  
3.1. Region-based fusion 
 In region-based schemes, pixels are segmented into larger regions. Each region is 
formulated to be based on such criteria as ‘objects of interest’ or ‘degree of activity’. We are 
then able to determine the actual contribution of regions from each input. There has been 
numerous researches involving region-based fusion as can be found in [3], [12], [21]. 
 We define an image or scene as being composed of active and inactive regions. A 
region is considered to be active if and only if there happens to be sufficient amount of 
‘interesting’ information within, such as edges or strong texture. On the other hand, inactive 
regions imply a lack of interesting information or a plain area with weak textural details. 
 In images corrupted with noise, the presence of noise is prone to spread through the 
entire image, triggering a notable increase in the overall pixel activity. Our premise here is that 
noise is more distinguishable, and therefore more easily suppressed, in inactive regions than 
active ones. Noise components near an edge region, for example, would be mixed with the 
textural details associated to that edge. It would therefore be difficult to differentiate and 
subsequently remove noise without affecting the regional texture. It is due to this that blurring 
tend to occur in some image denoising applications such as Chebyshev Polynomials. 
 Of the previous fusion methods, ICA is extremely adept at modelling edges and 
textured regions by virtue of its ability to capture essential image features comprehensively. 
However, despite its denoising capability by use of sparse-code features [14], the performance 
of ICA has been shown as being prone to decline especially in very noisy examples. This has 
been highlighted in [1] and also in [11]. In contrast, the smoothness property of CPA makes it 
better suited to filter noisy signals, and as such would be of convenient use on inactive regions 
mentioned above. 
 
 

 
     (a)        (b)      (c)      (d) 
 

Figure 1. Edge map derived from selecting all hard and soft edges from both input images (a) 
UN visual camera, (b) Infrared, (c) Edge map, (d) Enhanced edge map 

 
 
 The ideal solution in dealing with noisy scenarios would therefore be to use ICA on 
active regions which contain important structural image details, whilst inactive or background 
regions are processed by CPA. We will attempt to implement this idea in the paper. In a way, 
we are performing a second stage fusion on the results of the fusion methods that were initially 
obtained. The method is flexible enough for us to replace ICA and CPA with a variety of other 
methods; though for the purpose of denoising, the aforementioned methods are appropriate. 
 
3.2. Determining active and inactive regions 
 Two input images from the UN Camp sequence database i.e. in Figure 1 are set as 
examples of the region defining process. Both images are processed by Canny edge detection, 
which is mostly robust to noise and is essentially a multistage edge detection algorithm that 
locates critical edge pixels at various scales. The filtered product, named the edge map, is 
meant to contain salient information regarding the image. The respective edge maps for the 
inputs are then combined via the logical OR operator to form a single, global edge map. This 
step aims not to accurately determine correct edges or regions from the source images, but 
rather to ensure all possible edges and regions have been preserved for further processing [16]. 
This is similar to a scheme proposed by Drajic in [16] and [22], where active regions are defined 
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by an activity indicator,     , of an     image patch. A region is considered active if      
 

 
∑   

 
      . 

 The resulting map is shown in Figure 1. The enhanced edge map provides a guide of 
the areas to be processed by either ICA or CPA. Active regions, denoting all hard edges and 
texture are represented by white pixels and will be fused by ICA whereas inactive regions i.e. 
those in black are fused by CPA. 
 However this is an overly simple model – blocking artefacts and pixel discontinuities 
tend to appear in the result which require refining. The enhanced process comprises a 
morphological opening step, as explained below. 
 
3.3. Mathematical Morphology for Edge Map Enhancement 
 To preserve edge details, an intermediary step comprising an opening morphological 
operation is added to the edge map that will incorporate more pixels from ICA. Opening is a 
combination of morphological operations that consists of dilating an image after it has been 
eroded. The appeal of this step is that it discards small pixel artefacts and discontinuities, whilst 
smoothing larger pixel structures. In reference to the edge map, the opening step will suppress 
any single active pixel or small active region while at the same time increase the breadth of 
larger active regions. This is clearly evident in Figure 1d where the edges have been thickened, 
as compared to the original edge map in Figure 1c. 
 The map also illustrates inactive areas which form the majority of the image space. This 
maneuver allows us to maximise the use of CPA for autonomous noise suppression on the 
majority of the scenery, and at the same time enables ICA to process edge lines and hard 
textural regions which represent important features in an image. In general the additional step 
provides a clearer and more balanced usage ratio between pixels belonging to ICA and CPA 
 In practice, consider two output images of ICA and CPA, FICA and FCPA respectively. The 
edge map is a binary map with binary values,         with white being 1 and black being 0. 

The expression used to derive Hybrid fusion, FHybrid can be written as a Hadamard product, 
 

                        ̅      (6) 

 
 

Table 1. Average Petrovic score i.e. E(Q) for fusion experiments at noise levels 16dB to 10dB. 
Comparisons between ICA, CPA and Hybrid fusion. 

Image set Clock  3M Desk 

Fusion method Max-abs   Weighted   Max-abs   Weighted Max-abs Weighted 

ICA 0.2893 0.3293 0.4860 0.5048 0.4165 0.4189 

CPA 0.3144 0.3342 0.4954 0.4875 0.3926 0.3937 

Hybrid fusion 0.3174 0.3453 0.5109 0.5076 0.4269 0.4117 

 
 

         ∑ ∑                              ̅       
   

 
     (7) 

 
where           and           are the pixel coordinates and (     is the image size. 
 
 The concept brought forth in this paper is similar to the way humans generally perceive 
objects of interest within our line of vision. Uniform areas in the background tend to be plain and 
carry little or no information of high frequency. The general appeal of our method is it can 
enhance strong texture and edges, thus giving priority to meaningful regions whilst de-
prioritising the less important regions in the background. 
 
 
4. Performance Evaluation of Hybrid Fusion 
 We tested our algorithm using corrupted images, to reflect real world conditions 
whereby the transmission of data may be prone to noise. Incremental Gaussian noise was 
added to multiple sets of input images, ranging from 16dB to 10dB to represent the various 
degrees of image corruption. Scenarios were used from the multifocal Clock, 3M and Desk: all 
of which are common image datasets for evaluation of fusion performances. For the experiment, 
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we obtained two grayscale images as source signals, from which the fusion will generate a 
composite output image. For the sake of brevity only the Clock experiment is illustrated, as 
shown in Figure 2a. 
 For benchmarking purposes, we tested the performance of Hybrid fusion against its 
predecessor methods, namely ICA and CPA. ICA training was carried out on 1000 patches 
belonging to images of similar content, each patch measuring 7 7 pixels. A total of 48 
independent bases were derived. After several configurations and experiment, we concluded 
that the size and number of patches are large enough without being overly complex, and 
presents a good balance between information content and computational complexity. Similarly 
for CPA,      and      degree of Chebyshev polynomials were chosen and 7 7 
overlapping patches were used. Overlapping is performed by a shift of one pixel per iteration. All 
fusion methods utilise the max-abs and weighted average fusion rule [3]. 
 In non-noisy environments, CPA’s approximation results in a smooth fusion with less 
discernible edges. CPA filters out most high frequency components, creating a blurred artefact 
on the image. Yet through the incremental in-clusion of noise elements, the image quality only 
degrades slightly as has been shown in [1]. This may be explained by the universal property 
within CPA that automatically removes additive noise and other components of high frequency. 
The limitation of CPA however is that it does not yet solve the problem of blurred edge details. 
 Therefore a combined output containing the best aspects of the above two methods is 
desired. An output image should clearly detect and differentiate edges and important texture, 
whilst at the same time adequately suppress the noise. The Hybrid method is able to 
accomplish this by combining edge and textural regions from ICA and background regions from 
CPA [11]. The result is an enhanced output with distinctively better subjective visual quality and 
higher scores in objective evaluation. 
  
 

 
(a)    (b) 

 
(c)       (d)         (e) 

 
Figure 2. Multifocal Clock image fusion results for different methods at SNR = 10dB using Max-
abs rule. a) Clock 1 (background focused), b) Clock 2 (foreground focused), c) ICA, d) CPA, e) 

Hybrid fusion 
 
 

 The objective image fusion performance measure [23], also called the Petrovic metric, 
assesses the quality of visual information obtained from the fusion of input images. The metric 
works by extracting all perceptually important information in the inputs, and subsequently 
measure quantitatively the ability of the fusion method to transfer this information to the output 
image. The metric attributes salient information with the edge strength and orientation of each 
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pixel, which are derived by the Sobel operator. A normalised weighted performance metric 

            is used to measure fusion performance. In the experiment, two fusion rules were 
used – max-abs and weighted average. Employing the Petrovic metric [23] on our set of images 
produces the following results in Table 1. The table displays the average Petrovic score, or 

 (     ) over SNR levels 16dB to 10dB for each fusion method. An observation of the scores 

confirm that Hybrid fusion has the best performance of the three. 
 
 

 
Figure 3. Multifocal Clock fusion performance for different fusion methods for SNR = 16dB to 

10dB. a) Max-abs, b) Weighted average fusion rule. (ICA=blue, CPA=green, Hybrid=red) 
 
 

 The graphs displaying the performance of each method under the different noise levels 
is given in Figure 3. The graphs for CPA depict a very low gradient against the rising level of 
noise. The reason behind this has been discussed earlier in the section. In contrast, ICA tends 
to suffer drastically as the noise increases. In contrast, Hybrid fusion almost always retains the 
highest score. In the case of Clock and ‘3M’, Hybrid fusion scores have consistently been the 
highest throughout all SNR levels. The promising results of Hybrid fusion are likely due to the 
combinatory factor of the technique. Strong edge details belonging to ICA in active regions have 
been retained while inactive and plain regions have been fittingly smoothed. 
 
 
5. Conclusion 
 We have described a novel combinatory method for fusing images and have 
successfully tested Hybrid fu-sion’s ability alongside existing methods. In our tests we have 
looked into fusing two grayscale images. The positive results are proof that our approach is 
valid and meaningful. The final output was derived by a piece-wise composition of two 
prominent fusion techniques: ICA and CPA. It is therefore entirely possible to extend the scope 
of our applica-tion to three or more methods, and not necessarily limited to the aforementioned 
two. Our original aim was to generate the best possible image from a higher-level fusion step. 
This is a feasible direction in which to take our research. 
 Hybrid fusion can essentially be defined as a regional composite of the fusion results of 
ICA and CPA, whereby selected pixels of ICA and CPA are injected into an image framework 
based on the regions from the edge map. The criteria for selection is defined according to active 
regions, translated as areas with edge and textural details, and inactive regions. It is due to this 
therefore that the findings are positive; and Hybrid fusion is able to score higher than other 
methods when tested using the objective fusion measure. The work presented here introduces 
us to new possibilities for improvements especially in the sub-area of edge and saliency-based 
image fusion. 
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